TP-Carina
MASSAGE CHAIR
Operation Instructions

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Thanks for purchasing this product. Please read this manual instruction carefully in
order to know how to use this product correctly before operation. Please pay more
attention to some important safety warning and keep this manual book properly for
future use.
Note: Our Company reserves the right to revise the design and description of this
product without any further notice. Please refer to the actual color of this product.
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Safety and maintenance

Safety and maintenance

1.Important Safety Warning.
·Don’t allow children to touch moveable part of this product.
·The power outlet must be properly grounded to prevent electrical shock or injuries.
·Please pull out the plug after using or before cleaning the chair to avoid injury or
Damage to the product.
·Please operate this product accordingly to the instructions of the manual.
·Do NOT use this chair with any other accessories which may cause serious injury.
·Do NOT use this product outdoors.
·Please read this manual instruction carefully before operating.
·This product must be used accordingly and not be used for any other intentions.
·No more than 30 minutes of usage consecutively is recommended to avoid
overheating.
·Please do NOT use if the upholstery is torn or damaged.
·Please do NOT use the chair if the padding is damaged or shows abnormal signs.
·Please use this product in a room temperature environment with very low humidity.
·Please don’t drop any objects or loose items into this product.
·Please don’t fall asleep while using this product.
·Please don’t use it if have consumed any alcohol or feel unwell.
·Please don’t use it within one hour after having meal.
·Please monitor the intensity of the massage and if abnormal pain is experienced,
STOP using immediately.
Environment for usage.
·Please don’t use it in or near high temperatures and moist environment such as
bathroom, saunas, heaters and directly by a window that will have direct sunlight.
·Please do NOT place this chair in areas with high dust levels or smoke.
·Please don’t use it where there is not enough space or poor ventilation.
·People who are not suitable to use this product.
·People who are suffering from osteoporosis must refrain from using this product.
·People who are suffering from heart disease or implanted/carrying an electronic
medical device such as heart pacemaker are not to use this product.
·People who are suffering from fever are not to use this product.
·Pregnant women or women that are menstruating should not use this product.
·People who have a physical injury or skin disease should NOT use this product.
·Children under 16-year old or persons with a mental disability without being
supervised should NOT use this product.
·People who are told by doctor to have rest or people who feel unwell are not
suitable to use this product.
·Do not use this chair if you are wet in anyway which may lead to serious injury.
·The device has a heated surface. People who are sensitive to Heat must be careful
when using this device.
·Safety.

·Do NOT damage the wires or change the circuit of this product.
·Do NOT use a wet cloth to clean the electric parts such as switch and plug.
·During a power outages make sure the chair is unplugged from the power outlet to prevent
from the damaging the chair. It is highly recommended to use a surge protector.
·If the chair is not operating properly, immediately STOP using and unplug from the power
source. Proceed to contact the manufacturers to service or troubleshoot the problem.
·Stop using this product if you feel unwell, and consult your doctor.
·Children under the age of 16 or person (s) with physical disability or any medical condition
should use the chair only under supervision of an adult that is physically capable of
assisting the user out of the chair in case of an emergency.
·Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the massage chair.
·If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its Service agent or
similarly qualified persons in order to avoid electrical hazard.
5. Maintenance.
·If any maintenance is required please contact the manufacturer for instructions. Some
maintenance may require an authorized technician to conduct the service.
·Please unplug the power cord from the outlet whenever the chair is NOT being used.
·If the power cable has any indication of defect or is not fitting properly into the outlet,
unplug and STOP using. Contact the manufacturer.
·If this product will be left unused for long period of time and is put into storage make, sure
the storage area is dry , very low humidity and kept at room temperature from 65-85 F.
·Don’t position this chair near any heat source like fire place, heater vents directly by a
window with intense sunlight.
·If the detachable cord / supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer,
in order to avoid a injury and hazards.
·Please clean this product by dry cloth. Don’t use thinner, benzene or alcohol.
·The mechanical components of this product are specially designed and made, it is not
necessary to be specially maintained.
·Don’t roll or pull this product on uneven ground, it should be lifted before moving.
·Do not use this product consecutively for more than one hour. Allow for at least 15
minutes to cool down.
·Typical Troubleshooting
·When the massage rollers in the backrest is making a motorized sound, it is normal part of
the operation. If the motors are making any loud grinding or clicking sound please contact
the manufacturer.
·If the the remote control is not responding properly, please check to see if that none of the
buttons are stuck, pressed down into the remote. Also check the wire connection is firmly
connected to the base and that there is no damage to the wire from the remote to the chair.
·When the chair has completed its preset program the chair will automatically turn off. If the
chair has been use a long period of time without rest, the chair will shut off automatically to
avoid overheating. Allow for 30 minutes to pass before using again.

·Check the voltage of the outlet to make sure it meets the required specifications.
·Don’t use wet hands to pull the plug from the outlet.
·DO NOT let any liquids make contact with the chair to avoid electric shock or cause
damage to this product.
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Name and function of components

Function

1

Function
·MASSAGE ROLLERS
·The roller mechanism is designed with 4 roller heads that will massage on a
vertical and horizontal axis. There are 5 different massage styles, shiatsu,
kneading, flapping, knocking and combination.
·There are 6 preset programs to select from, relax, comfort, full body, neck &
shoulders, back & waist and stretch.
·There are 3 memory settings where the user can select a style massage
activating airbag massage and storing your favorite combination into its
memory. The user is capable of creating a customized massage program.
·In the manual mode, there are 5 key massage points identified by the roller
head, ranging from the neck to lower back. In manual mode the user is able
control the range of massage area from a single point, partial and whole back.
·In manual mode you can control the speed of the massage with 3 different
speeds.
·For the Tapping, shiatsu and kneading the user can adjust the width of the
massage heads from narrow, medium and wide.
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CONTROLLER JACK

ON/OFF

FUSE: T5AL 250V

POWER INPUT

1.Pillow cushion
2.Airbag components
3.Armrest inner pieces
4.Controller pocket
5.Arm air bag components
6.Seat cushion
7.Calf rest
8.Foot rest
9.Calf rest end sealing plate
10.Back cushion
11.Arm rest
12.Armrest decoration
13.LED light
14.Side cover
15.Back cover
16.Remote controller
17.PCB box cover
18. Power cord
19.Controller cord socket
20.Power switch
21.Fuse box
22.Power cord socket

AIR MASSAGE
·The air massage in manual mode allows the user to select from full body,
Arms or legs. The compression created by the squeezing of the airbags have
3 intensity levels, mild, medium and strong.
FOOT MASSAGE
·The foot and calf massager is equipped with airbag compression technology
along with foot scrapping massage.
·The footrest can be extended for the taller user by adding pressure to the
bottom of the footrest, stretching out your legs.
·The legrest will raise and lower by pressing the button from the remote.
SPACE SAVING TECHNOLOGY
·When the chair reclines the chair will glide forward to dramatically reduce the
space required behind the backrest. This will allow for maximum usage of the
given space in the room.
L-TRACK MASSAGE
·massages from the neck past the glutes to the back part of the hamstring.
LED CHROMOTHERAPY
·Located on the side panels are LED Lights that will emit a blue to the
surrounding area in a dark room, creating a relaxing environment.
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Method of usage

Illustration of the actual remote control

1.Switch power supply on position

CONTROLLER JACK

Connect the remote to circular outlet

ON/OFF

FUSE: T5AL 250V

POWER INPUT

The power cord is inserted on the right outlet

2.start massage
①、Press power button to start massage process.
②、Select a massage program and the chair will conduct a computer body scan for
the fist 30 seconds.
③、Once the body scan is complete you immediately adjust the massage starting
point if you wish to start higher or lower. There is a 5 sec window to make the
adjustment..

Button

Display

Description
Press to move the roller heads to a higher position

“Up” Shoulder Position

Press to move the roller heads to a lower position
“Down” Shoulder Position

Shoulder
adjust

High shoulder position
Suitable shoulder position
Low shoulder position

During the computer scan the rollers will detect the position of the shoulders. The
monitor will will indicate the where the rollers are during the analysis period. Right
after the scan is complete the remote will make a "beeping sound", during that time
you will be able to adjust the starting position of the massage higher or lower using
the up and down button on the remote. There is only a 5 sec time period to initiate
the adjustment before the massage starts. There are 6 preset massage programs to
select from along with 3 memory settings.
·Memory function massage: in manual mode select a custom massage and press and
hold down one of the three memory buttons store the massage for the next time.
Button
Memory
program
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Description

Display
Memory

Menory
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Method of usage

·Characterized auto massage
Function

·Air press function
Display

Description

Button

Intended to loosen the muscles

F1 Auto

Deep tissue massage throughout key
acupressure points.

F2 Auto

Fullbody

Full body massage, relax and soothing.

F3 Auto

Neck & shoulder

Focuses on neck and shoulder area

F4 Auto

Back & waist

Focuses on back and waist area

F5 Auto

The calf-rest and back-rest lifting together ,
combined with air pressure massage to stretch
the calves and legs.

F6 Auto

Comfort

Relax

Characterized
auto massage

Stretch

·upper body manual massage
Function

Button

Massage ball adjustment

Display

Description

Button

Display

Full air pressure: air pressure massage on arm,
calf and foot part.
Air press
Mode

Air
pressure

Arm: air pressure focuses on arm.
Calf : air pressure focuses on calf & foot.

Strength

Strength

3 intensity settings, mild , medium and strong

·Foot roller , heat manual function
Function

Button

Foot roller

Foot roller

Heat

Heat

Description

Display

Foot rollers with 3 speed adjustments
Far infrared back heating, producing a mild
warm heat along the back

·Pause/starts

Shiatsu: speed, width

Function

Kneading: speed
Mode

Function

Tapping: speed, width

Display

Press this button during massage process, all the
massage function will stop immediately. Press
this button again, all the massage will be resume

Pause/
Starts

Mode

Description

Button

Kneading& flapping : speed
Knocking: speed, width3
Speed
Width

Speed

Width

·Backrest and calf position adjust
Function

3 adjustable level
3 adjustable level
The massage hands stay in one fixed position

Back
Stretch

The massage heads will move up and down in
a partial position
The massage hands will move up and down
the entire back
The massage heads will move up and down
on the back and shoulder area
The massage rollers will move up and down
on the back and waist area
Use these buttons to adjust the
roller position in the point and
partial massage program.
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Calf rise

Press and hold this button to slowly lift the legrest. Once it
has achieved the maximum height it will stop and a
beeping sound will alert.

Calf drop

Press and hold this button to slowly lower the legrest. Once
it has come down to the default position a beeping will go off.

H0
H1
H2
H3
H4

Backrest
rise

When pressing and holding this button it will raise the
backrest and lower the footrest simultaneously.

Back
rest drop

When pressing and holding this button it will recline the backrest
and raise the footrest. A beeping sound indicates thats that it
has reached it maximum position.

Auto lay
down mode

When pressing this button it will automatically place you into
the zero gravity position.

Hands move up
Hands go down

Description

Button
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Method of usage

3.Turning off power and programing
·When pressing the power button during the massage it will automatically stop all
functions. Press the power button twice and it will go back to the default position.
·Memory function : To program your favorite massage wait till the massage timer
has ended. Then hold down one of the three memory buttons and hold down until
you hear a beep. Once completed you can press the power button and turn off the
chair. Your setting has been stored into the chairs memory.

·Use the Allen wrenches lock two hexagon socket head screws. (chart5).

Button

Description

Memory
program

Menory

Display
Memory

Chart 5
Note
·Once the legrest is firmly in place, press mildly down on the calf portion of the
legrest to make sure it is correctly mounted. Be sure your legs and feet are not
directly under the legrest when mounting or testing to ensure your safety.
·On the top part of the legrest is a cover(tab) that goes under the seat cushion
(chart 2). be sure the tab is laying flat under the cushion.

·Cut off the power of the whole machine.
Figure (Switch power off)

CONTROLLER JACK

ON/OFF

FUSE: T5AL 250V

POWER INPUT

Diagram of the switch position of power supply

Remote control outlet

4.Calf installation
·The install hole of rail shelf (chart 1).
·Align the holes from the footrest the front of the chair. (Outside) (chart2).

Chart 1
Chart 2
·Place the flat washer into the pin shaft. (chart3).
·Insert the pin and washer as shown in chart 4. Be sure to insert the pins on both
side with the fat part of the bolt facing inwards.

（chart2）

（chart1）
5. Mounting the bakrest pad and head cushion

·The multi-layered pillows allow you tho control the intensity of the neck and
shoulder massage. Flip back each layer to increase the intensity as shown
below.
·Backrest cushion and backrest is connected by zipper (1), head cushion and
backrest pad connected by tvelcro as shown in illustration (2).

Zipper

（1）

Chart 3

Chart 4
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Thread gluing

（2）
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6.Floor Protection & reducing the Sound of motors and pump
·When placing this chair on wood floors you MUST place a mat under the chair to
prevent from damaging your floors and also to reduce the sound of the pump and
motors when operating.

Model: TP-Carina
Name: Massage Chair
Rated voltage: 110-120V~ 60Hz
220-240V~ 50Hz/60Hz
Rated power input:150W
Rated time: 20Min
Safety structure: Class I

Material introduction: PVC, PA, steel parts and electric &ele
-ctron parts
MATERIAL

PU

LEATHER

Caution: Do not move the chairs with built in wheels on wood floor, rough ground and
uneven ground.
Two people are required to lift the chair by its frame when moving. Do not grab the side
panels when lifting the chair.
7. Moving and Lifting Points
If the floor is smooth and leveled the chair can be simply moved by grabbing the
handles on the backrest as show below and lifting. There are 2 wheels in the from
allowing you to push forward. Please note do not attempt on wood floors.
To lift the chair grab the chair from under the base. Other option would be turn on the
chair and raise the legrest to the highest position and unplug the chair from the back.
The first person can grab the handles located on the backrest and other grabbing from
under the legrest in the raised position.

Note:Whenever attempting to move the chair be sure the chair is unplugged and
the remote is placed in safe location that will fall out.
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CLOTH

WOOD

